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Group work 03-07-08:
Answer the following question with two classmates. Base your answers in facts that you gather from the movie “Internauts” (PBS, 1996) and Silverman (1998).

1. How are people presenting themselves in the Internet? Are they being truthful to their identity? Are they constructing another identity? Does this identity match their cultural identity?
2. What would happen if everyone modifies their identity when on the Internet?
3. Answer questions 1 - 3 on page 120.
4. What features of our Costa Rican identity do you show in your Internet profiles? Are they representative of your cultural identity as a Costa Rican? If yes, why? If not, why?
5. Prepare an editorial piece where you write about what cultural identity really is and how is the internet affecting or modifying our understanding of culture to be posted in UNAv in the “Cultural Identity Forum”.
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